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Keeping the
faith while away
from home
On-campus faith
organizations provide
entertainment and a

Athletic dept. brands old phrase for new use

spiritual connection for
many different

ALAIN* BUZAS

religions | Page 3

Entertainment
has value
While there is plenty of
useless programming,
most entertainment
provides something

OhioLINK

people crave | Page 4

Workplace
vs. Myspace
Be careful what is
put on Facebook
or Myspace pages,
potential employers
sometimes use them to
eliminate applicants

can cut
book costs

|Page4

Students can borrow books
from all over the state

New Cold War
could be soon
Tensions are rising
in Georgia between

By Kriiten Vasas

the U.S. and Russia

City Editor

and many are worried
of another struggle
between the two
superpowers | Page 8

Its official!
At the Democratic
National Convention,
Barack Obama receives
the party's official
nomination after the
traditional state roll call
| Page 5

Does BG have
what it takes?
The BG News sports
section examines BG's
offense versus Pitt's
defense in part one
of their preview for
Saturday's football
game | Page 6
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By Kyi. (Uynold.

A LITTLE PRICY: Junior psychology major Briaunna Ponder helps junior journalism major
Ashley Patterson find the required books for her economy course at the University bookstore.

Senior Dylan Thompson knew
about the 46 million books
and 12,00(1 electronic journals
offered through the online database Ohiol.INK since her freshman year at the University.
But it wasn't until her junior
year that she finally took advantage of the free services provided by the statewide electronic
catalog system.
"The llJniversityl library has
an extensive library, but I needed
more sources," Thompson said.
"My women's studies professor told us to take advantage
of OhioLINK, and that's what I
went and did."
After visiting the OhioLINK
Web site and selecting books she
needed from other Ohio institutions, Thompson was able to
pick up her free materials nearly
two days later at the University's
lerome Library, saving her both
time and money.
Like Thompson, the average
University student will spend
$800 to $1,100 per year on books
and supplies, according to the
Student Money Management
Services Web site.
But thanks to the rental books,
videos and online databases
provided by OhioLINK, students
can cut expensive and extravagant textbook costs down to $0.
"It's a great resource that lots of
people don't realize will save you
lots of money," Thompson said. "If
you need differing sides and opinions, you're able to get books from
other universities that broaden
your knowledge of subjects."

"It's a great resource
that lots of people
don't realize will save
you lots of money."
Dylan Thompson | Student
With over 89 Ohio college
and university libraries — as
well as the State Library of Ohio
— included within the services
provided by OhioLINK, nearly
600,000 students, faculty and
staff takes advantage of the rental services on a regular basis.
"Bowling Green was one of the
first catalogs to be implemented into the OhioLINK catalog,"
lerome Library Coordinator of
Collections Linda Brown said.
"Every record in our catalog is in
the OhioLINK catalog."
Along with an extensive collection of books and electronic
journals, OhioLINK provides
millions of electronic articles,
140 electronic research databases, 25,000 e-books and
13,750 theses and dissertations
from Ohio students, OhioLINK
Communications
Manager
Candi Clevenger said.
And while the Jerome Library
receivesand suppliesaccess to all
of the traditional items requested
on OhioLINK, the University also
provides information concerning items that are not commonly
circulated as well.
For example, books, magazines and databases available in
See OHIOLINK | Page 2

Senior Reporter

"Thanks so much for calling and roll
along."
That is what you will hear if you call
Brian Delehoy, BGSU's assistant athletic director of marketing, and reach his
voicemail.
Delehoy is hoping that won't be the only
place you hear the phrase "roll along,"
which has been introduced as the new
slogan of Falcon athletics.
The phrase is derived from the
University's unofficial fight song "Ay
Ziggy Zoomba."
"Roll along" has been used as a phrase
between members of the athletic department for over a year, but it wasn't until
April that Delehoy decided the University
needed a phrase that could connect current students and alumni.
Delehoy was at an airport in Houston,
clad in an orange BGSU sweatshirt when
a pilot spotted him from across a crowded
terminal and yelled out to him.
"He yelled 'All right, go Falcons, all
the way,'" Delehoy said. "I was kind
of caught off guard and yelled back
something like 'Yeah, go BG,' and that
is when I realized we should be saying
'roll along' to each other."
The phrase can be used as a greeting between students, alumni and falcon
fans when they encounter each other,
Delehoy said.
"It's something fans can yell out to each
other when they come across each other
at a road game, like at Pittsburgh this
weekend," Delehoy said.
The athletic department has branded
the phrase all over Falcon athletic promotions, such as schedule magnets, media
guides and posters. The athletic department staff has also changed all of their
e-mail signatures to say, "roll along" and
their voicemails to end with the phrase,
Delehoy said.
Delehoy said he isn't sure how the

they come across each
other at a road game..."
Brian Delehoy | Asst. Athletic Director
phrase will take off but hopes it can
become a chant that will one day rival
Ohio State's OHIO.
"I'm not sure how it will develop,"
Delehoy said. "... We may try to make
it a chant but there is no specific chant
planned yet. We hope it just catches on."
Not all students think the phrase will
catch on and become a chant though, like
senior Mark Gardner.
"It doesn't roll off your tongue." Gardner
said. "We need a chant that doesn't have
so many syllables."
Brad Weidman, senior, said the chant is
not specific enough to Bowling Green like
Ohio State's OI1-IO chant. People unfamiliar with "Ay Ziggy Zoomba" won't get
it, he said.
"'BG-SU' has a better chance of being
the chant," Weidman said.
Nick Pollack, freshman, said he
could see "roll along" becoming a
popular catch phrase and he would
chant it at games.
"I could see it being used at football
games, especially while the offense is
driving down the field," Pollack said.
Delehoy said the new phrase is not an
attempt at forcing a new tradition but just
taking a part of a traditional BGSU song
and shortening it for other uses.
"Being that it's not new. we just never
pulled it out and separated it before."
Delehoy said. "It's not like we are trying to
make a new tradition and shove it down
people's throats."

CAMPUS
BRIEF
Robert
Lorenzi
Cited University
football player

Willie
Geter

Adrian
Hodges
Cited University
football player

University player
who has been connected to incident

Two Univ. football players cited for misuse of credit card, another connected
Two University football players have
been cited for misuse ol a credit card that
a female student reported stolen nearly a
month ago
Adrian Hodges. 19. a freshman
reciever from Jacksonville. Fla.. was cited
on Tuesday, and Robert Lorenzi, 20, a
freshman defensive back from Concord.
Calif, was cited yesterday, as part of an
on-going police investigation.
The female reported the card stolen on
August 2. claiming it was taken out of her

if you saw someone in
Tokyo wearing a BGSU

OVER THE RAINBOW

purse at Kamikaze's bar the night before.
She reported numerous unauthorized
transactions equaling over $500. including a $375 95 charge at Meijer on East
Wooster Street
Willie Geter. 19. starting running back
from Miami. Fla.. has been connected to
the incident but has not been charged as
of press time.
All three players have been suspended
for one game Geter and Hodges will serve
their suspensions Saturday against Pitt.

Lorenzi is out for the season with a broken
leg and and will serve his suspension once
he has been cleared by doctors to play
"We have an outstanding group of
young men and women in our nearly 425 i
student athletes.' said University Director
of Athletitcs Greg Christopher in a press
release "At the same time, we take discipline very seriously here at Bowling Green
State University, and all of our student
athletes are expected to represent BGSU in
a first-class manner"

usionist levitates,
amazes campus
By Matt Liatsa
Reporter

CIERRA PARKS
Freshman,
Telecommunications
"Go Falcons!"

| Page 4
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yell out to each other when

What would you yell

sweatshirt?
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"It's something fans can

*^^^.
TODAY
High: 79. Low: 62

TOMORROW
AM Showers
High: 85, Low: 57
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RACHEL RADWANSKI I IWBGNfWS

RAINBOWS AND SUNSHINE: A large, vibrant rainbow graces campus and the surrounding area Wednesday evening, adding aesthetic
pleasure to the first week of classes.

See any levitating tables last
night? Perhaps pondering about
the number 68? Experience any
ESP? If any of these are true, it
could be because an illusionist
was on campus.
The orientation and first year
programs contacted an old friend
ofthe University, illusionist Craig
Karges, to perform magic acts in
the Union Ballroom last night,
one consisting of actually levitating an ordinary table.
Although it had been five years
since he last stepped onto the
University campus, his return
was welcomed by just under 900
See ILLUSIONIST | Page 2

ENOCH WU ! THE 6G NEWS

IT'S ALL AN ILLUSION: Illusionist Craig
Karges questions a student m the audience
about her dog Shortly after, he reveals the
name of her dog on the marker board.

VISIT BGNEWS.COM: NEWS, SPORTS, UPDATES, MULTIMEDIA AND FORUMS FOR YOUR EVERYDAY LIFE
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BLOTTER

Goto
church,
get gas

SUNDAY
12:33 P.M.
Matthew J. Calhoun. 24, of Bowling
Green, was arrested for criminal
damaging, criminal trespassing and
assault at a residence within the 600
block of 5th Street.

MONDAY
12:13 A.M.
Derek Ray Stalder. 21. of Ridgeway.
Ohio, was cited for open container within the 100 block of North
Prospect

By Blak. Nicholson
The Associated Press

TUESDAY

VALLEY CrTY, N.D. — Carol
Umsted got more than the
word of God during services this
summer at the Congregational
United Church of Christ ofValley
City.
She also got $50 worth of
free gas, thanks to winning a
raffle. For the local farmer, it
was a nice side benefit, at a
time when gas was more than
$4 a gallon.
Churches nationwide are
making similar offers, ranging
from gas card raffles to 99-cent
gas sales at local stations, to
boost attendance during the
vacation season and attract
new members.
But some Christians question whether a financial incentive should be used to draw
people into church.
Robert Kruschwitz, director of
The Center for Christian Ethics
at Baylor University, called the
promotions "unseemly.''
Umsted, a church official, said
some of Valley Dry congregants
stopped attending because they
considered it "a bribe."

11:55 A.M.
Sara B. Cousmo. 19. of Toledo, was
cited for underage possession and
open container within the 200 block
of Crim Street.

WEDNESDAY
12:05 A.M.
Ctllin R. Henning, 18. of Bowling
Green, was cited for underage consumption, open container and public
urination within the 200 block of
Crim Street.
12:09 A.M.
Curtis C. Ross. 19. of Lakewood,
Ohio, was cited for public urination
within the block of 200 Crim Street.
12.45 A.M.
Jason C. Miller. 21. of Bowling
Green, was cited for open container.
2:43 A.M.
Todd W Hunkler. 23. of Tempe.
Ariz., was arrested for criminal trespassing at a residence within the 200
block of East Court.
3:49 A.M.
Giovanna A. Scopetti. 20. of Powell.
Ohio, was cited for underage possession of alcohol.
4:11 A.M.
Sierra N Schermerhorn. 20. of
Sylvania. Ohio, was arrested for burglary at a residence within the 300
block of Ridge Street.

k

ONLINE: Go to bqnewscom for the
complete blotter list

CORRECTION
POLICY
We want to correct all factual errors
If you think an error has been made,
call The BG News at 419-372-6966

ILLUSIONIST
From Page 1

students cheering him on.
Assistant Dean of Students
Andy Alt, Associate Dean of
Students Jocli Webb, graduate
interns from the Pall Welcome,
First Year and orientation programs joined forces to plan this
event — one of many happenings during these first couple
weeks of classes to give students some entertainment to
get settled.
Posters and brochures floated around campus advertising the event for the days after
move-in.
"It is exciting to engage students in the campus community," Alt said, as the line for the
event began to crowd an hour
before the show was scheduled
to begin.
After Karges geared up for
the show, making sure all of
the stage props were in place,
the doors opened twenty minutes before showtime. Students
piled in.
The show consisted of volunteers from the crowd participating in many mind-readings and
blindfolding tricks.
As one student held a dollar
bill in his hand. Karges correctly
guessed the entire call number

on the bill while blindfolded.
"I'm kind of an introvert,
so Iperformingl allows me to
become extroverted. It helps
me meet people." Karges said,
who performs at college campuses, casinos and corporate
events all year long. In the '90s,
he would maybe perfom 175
cities, he said, while this year
he anticipates around 135 to
150.
In another trick, he asked
the audience to think of
a number, and when he
guessed that some of the
crowd was thinking of the
number 68, about a fourth
of the audience had raised
theirhandssayingth.it it was
indeed the number they were
thinking of.
Karges, who resides in W.
Va. with his wife and many
dogs, has a busy schedule. He
performed at the University of
Akron last Tuesday and will be
performing on the Hast coast
later this week.
Karges was even labeled
the "King of College Campus
Entertainment" by CNN, and
has been performing ever
since he attended college in
the'80s.
After seeingan illusionist on
campus last year, sophomore
Kelsey Kuszek said she had to
come back and see it again.

0HI0UNK
From Page 1

PHOTOS BY SN0CHWU I THEBGNEWS
TOP: A student (torn the audience scans through a book for a word to focus on. while
illusionist Ciaig Karges tried to read his mind for the word.
BOTTOM: Blindfolded illusionist Craig Karges stuns the audience by reciting the serial
number of a one hundred dollar.

Freshman Keith McDevitt
planned on meeting friends at
the show after classes for the
day. He said he was looking
forward to it all day.
McDevitt and Kuszek are
only two of the many shocked
and bewildered students that
filled the many scats.
"|The reactionl of the crowd
definitely pumps you up while
onstage," Karges said. "The
dynamics of the audience are
important to the show."
As the show ended the stu-

dents felt nothing but confusion while trying to analyze
how Karges was able to guess
the word "sigma," the word
a student volunteer wrote
when asked to write any word
at all on a dry-erase board.
Many other events have
been planned by the orientation and first year programs, Alt said, as the many
workers scrambled to set up
more chairs for the standing
students in the back of the
ballroom.
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Tech Connect...

connecting minds, motivation and money

Join us for this quarterly event to provide entrepreneurs and small technology
companies an opportunity to network and interact with investors, the business
community and academic institutions.
Discover the success stories of four local start-up companies and learn how you can
take advantage of the programs and services that lead to their success.

The Navy Bistro
30 Main Street (The Docks), Toledo
Thursday, September 4, 2008
5-8 p.m.
Register at www rgplaunch com or
contact Tasha Hussain Black at 419-252-2700, ext 317

country is the
board game
Monopoly

outlawed?
a. Russia^?
b. Iraq
c. Cuba
a. China

the Pop Culture library can be
viewed on OhioLINK by students and professors interested
in researching the materials.
"Anyone interested in using
materials that cannot be
checked out can still travel
here to use those resources,"
Brown said. "It gives the BGSU
community a much larger
connection than we can possibly provide."
And while the benefits of
using OhioLINK far surpass
the disadvantages, there are
a set of rules and restrictions
that come with checking out
books, videos and other electronic equipment, Clevenger
said.
Books
borrowed
from
OhioLINK can be renewed
online, but students can only
keep them for up to 15 weeks.
Also, while a student may plan
on utilizing necessary books
for the entire 15-week period,
if someone else from another
Ohio school requests the book
through OhioLINK, the book
must be returned regardless
of how much renewal time
remains.
For media-related items,
such as videos and DVDs, the
loan time is seven days with no
renewals available.
However, the regulations set
up by OhioLINK in order to
ensure that students and faculty have access to all materials have not seemed to hinder
the amount of people using
the free online library.
From July 1, 2007 to June 30,
2008, the University borrowed
32,620 items from other Ohio
institutions through OhioLINK,
Brown said. In that same time
frame, 39,740 items were
shipped from the University to
patrons at other libraries.
"It is a highly successful
program and I truly encourage everyone at BGSU to at
least check it out," Brown said.
"If you can find what you are
looking for and it's [available
for checkout], go for it."

Preferred
Properties Co.
Find A Place To Call Home
www.prelerredpropertlesco. com

Sponsors of this event include the Regional Growth Partnership along with its programs,
Launch and Rocket Ventures, the Toledo Regional Chamber of Commerce, The University of
Toledo, Bowling Green State University, Gorillas & Gazelles and Ohio's IT Alliance.

Launch
ACCELERATING TECHNOLOGY

Rocket Ventures

TECHNOLOGY... REALIZED

The Regional Growth Partnership acknowledges the contribution of the State of Ohio, Department of
Development and Thomas Edison Program, which provide funding in support of the Launch program

•

HUE Till HOME IT:
Haven House Manor
Fox Run Apts.
Piedmont Apts. "Renovated"
Updated Birchwood (small pet allowed)
Mini Mall Apts. (Downtown)
1 Bedroom & Efficiencies
Houses

OFFICE HOURS
Moft-Frt:8-5
Sat: 10-2
SSOS.MgpleSt.

419461437a
MSB

CAMPUS

WWWBGNEWS.COM

BOWLING GREEN
CROSSWALK

ACTIVE
■
CHRISTIANS TODAY
A community whose foundation is Christ.
Our purpose is to help people establish
and develop a relationship with Christ and
become productive leaders m God's family.

A fundamental campus ministry that desires
to help people build closer relationships with
people *nd closer relationships with God
Last year was sort of a launch year for us and
this is our first year with campus status

CONTACT
Qave at dave<Pactorg

CONTACT
Josh at mrjoshuCs'bgsu.edu

H20
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KINGDOM M'POWERMENT

A church for college students that seeks
to creatively communicate the message
of Christianity. We have many ways for
students to get involved from feadership
opportunities to dodgeball tournaments
and everything in between.

"*&

Ou, goal is to .each everyone'.orn

CATHOLIC NEWMAN CLUB
A Latholic-msptred social justice
organization that meets on the first Saturday
of every month. We strive to spread awareness about the importance of social justice
in our world, arid the value placed on your
participation in the process

CONTACT
h2o@h2ochurch.com
CONTACT
AsHeyataon,,a®bgsu.edU

CONTACT
cnc<?bgsuedu

*£$&
$£&&>

INTERVARSITY CHRISTIAN

CM**

FELLOWSHIP

exploreffii,
w

A group of students who come together for
fun and fellowship, and to learn more about
ourselves and about God. It is a Christian
group designed for Christians and those o'
other faiths or of no faith background.

,\we^

&*$>"*
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CONTACT
Abi at aschand@bg.su edu

**$&**

CRU
People who want to think about life, culture,
faith, hope and love About why things are
the way they are. About who God is. And
is not. We are a Christian organization, but
we definitely want to invite anyone from any
type of background to take part in "intellectual and spiritual growth." one of the
University's core values.

•S&C*
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Trip IUniversity
Inivprsitv pxnpripnrp
nffpK
The
experience offers

more than knowledge about the
world we see. The fifteen campus

""'»? 'in,s ,„e """ledaZ S'nc* me

organizations listed are dedicated to
teaching students and the community

CONTACT
Tommie at tommiej@bgsu.edu

r ta

* *9"«.fcgils

«edu

about life and spirituality. Beyond
A

religion, these groups can help examine

HILLEL

Jewish student or,

'h-oughou, the Srhor"f TL"S e"en,s
and rel^iou events a™Ved,The5erul'^

the world from a different perspective.
Information compiled

MUSLIM STUDENT
ASSOCIATION

by Stephanie Guigou | P. ■• "■■

,

CONTACT

Laurel at IgansGbgne, bgsu.edu

Faith-based organizations listed are registered with the University
Please send information about any other groups on campus with
similar interests to lhenews@bgnews.com

Our mission is to touch the hearts of people
with the beautiful message of Islam. We help
Muslim students with obtaining the accommodations needed for a fulfilling experience
at the University. And we help non-Muslim
students and faculty by providing resources
needed to reach a better understanding of
the true message of Islam.

U

A student-led organt2ation committed to
living and sharing the good news of the
Bible. We believe Jesus is coming soon, and
we want all to know, through the study of
prophecy, the hope that is in Him.
CONTACT
Tom at tatbrec&bgsu.edu

_

An organization thai promotes spiritual nurture and growth. Through Biblical research,
teaching and fellowship, we find the answets
to living a more abundant life and to having
a closer relationship with God.
CONTACT
Roste at rcromme@bgsu.edu

THE UNITED METHODIST
STUDENT ORGANIZATION

SANCTUARY

CONTACT
msa@bqsu.edu

'

THE WAY CAMPUS
FELLOWSHIP

THEYOUNG
LIFE MINISTRY
It is a great opportunity for incoming college
students to find community and fellowship
in our First Year Fellowship Young Life also
focuses on high school students seeking
answers or acceptance — providing them
with fun and the ultimate message of hope

A group working hard to create a very
welcome atmosphere and developing community -based faith. We want students to feel
a part of a family and grow in fellowship with
one anothei and therefore grow in faith.
CONTACT
Cassie at cmguion<J>bgsu.edu

CONTACT
Ashley at ashroze@bgsu.edu

GETALIFE

IT'S HERE, IT'S FREE!

CALENDAR Of EVENTS
Some events taken from everfebgsu edu

8 a.m. - 7 am.
Tye Dye Thorn

7 p.m. - 9 p.m.
Spades Tournament
314 Union

Union Table Space

BG

8 p.m lHSpm
Greek Life Welcome Back
Bash
Intramural Fields

10 a m. - 2 p.m.
Greek Carnival (Rain Date)
Union Oval

7:50 p.m.-11:50 p.m
Creed Weekly Speaker
Series
508 Union - McMaster Meeting

9 p.m. - '0 am.
h2o Fusion

H pm

Video Game Night

9 p.m. -11 p.m.
CRU

University Hall

Founders Hall Conference Room

101 Olscamp

pm

CHA RT I N G
OUR FUTURE
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Mechanical
Service

RSHSi: Brake Service \\
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6:30-9 p.m.
MAKE PLANS TO ATTEND THE PREMIERE OF
CHARTING OUR FUTURE WEEK. SEPT. 8-12
Help shape the direction of BCSU.
Faculty, staff and students are invited to share
thoughts and ideas in a series of campus wide
collaborative dialogues

198
OIL CHANCE

FraMkhrk

4!9 332 OH
41M7S-711D
41M7*-?U1
4US35 3033

Wednesday, Sept. 10
1 30-4 p m.
Thursday, Sept. 11
1.30-4 p.m.
Friday, Sept. 12
11:30 a.m. to 2 p.m.

•:. i^ipmmmr..
•MOSI c*M14uarrifcoti

All sessions in 202A Ballroom,
Bowen-Thompson Student
Union unless noted. Plan to
arrive 15 minutes early.

'.■+•

Across from ALDI
lJHWSWtSI
irawtnw
m»«jcw
rMSIeattl
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8:30-11 a.m.

BGSU Firelands

'■aHiwdumiwunwoinMij

■msssstun sana cams <■

Monday. Sept. 8
8:30-11 a.m.
6:30-9 p m

BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY
1-3:30 p.m..
STKAT EGIC PLAN
Cedar Point Center.

BacK to School
LA*«T

book

Pickyours up today at the Bookstore, Dining Services, 204 West Hall and other various BG locations

316 Union

6:50 p.m.-950pm
Auditions: New Voices'08
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Go behind the scenes
wvww.bgsu.edu/strategicplannin9
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BLOTTER

Goto
church,
get gas

SUNDAY
12 33 P.M.
. I Calhoun. 24. of Bowling
■'rested (or criminal
.IcUnaqmg. criminal trespassing and
• it a residence within the 600
• ' " Street

MONDAY
12:13 A.M.
' ilder. 21. of Ridgeway.
^as cited for open con. thin the 100 block of North
i

.■

By Blake Nicholson
The Associated Press

'

TUESDAY

VALLEY CITY, N.D. — Carol
Umsted got more man the
word of God during services this
summer at the Congregational
United Church of Christ ofValley
City.
She also got $50 worth of
free gas, thanks to winning a
raffle, For the local farmer, it
was a nice side benefit, at a
time when gas was more than
$4 a gallon.
Churches nationwide are
making similar offers, ranging
from gas card raffles to 99-cent
gas sales at local stations, (o
boost attendance during the
vacation season and attract
new members.
But some Christians question whether a financial incentive should be used to draw
people into church.
Robert Kruschwitz, director of
The Center for Christian Ethics
at Baylor University, called the
promotions "unseemly."
Umsted, a church official, said
some ofValley City congregants
stopped attending because they
considered it "a bribe."

1155AM
Sara B. Cousmo. 19. of Toledo, was
cited for underage possession and
' within the 200 block
)f Cnni Street.

WEDNESDAY
1205 A.M.
R Henmng. 18. of Bowling
tedfor indei tgeconsumption, open container and public
thin the 200 block of
Cnm' '
1209 A.M.
Curtis C. Ross. 19. of Lakewood.
Ohio, was cited for public urination
within the block of 200 Crim Street
1245 A.M.
21, of Bowling
was cited for open container
243 AM
Todd W Hunkler. 23. of Tempe.
are ted for cnmir i in
* re* idence withm the 200
• ourt.
3 49 AM.
ii na A Scopetti. 20. ol I
ted for underage
i I all uhol.
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4:11 AM.
rhom. 20. of
Sylvama. Ohu
■
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Vincent Von Gogh
only sold
pointing
his whole

life ond
thol wos
to his
brother

ILLUSIONIST
studenls cheering him on.
Assistant I lean of Students
Andj Ah. Associate Dean of
Students lodi Webb, graduate
Interns From the I .ill Welcome,
First Year and orientation programs joined forces to plan this
event
one ol many happen
ings during these first couple
weeks nf classes tn give students some entertainment to
(jet settled.

Posters and brochures floated around campus advertis
ing the event for the days aftei
move-in.
It is exciting to engage students in the campus community," Alt said, as the line for the
event began to crowd an hour
before the slum was scheduled
tn begin.
After Karges geared up for
the show, making sure all of
the stage props were in place,
the doors opened twenty minutes before showtime. Students
piled in.
I he show consisted of volunteers from i he crowd participat
Ing in man) mind-readings and
blindfolding tricks.
As one student held a dollar
hill in his hand. Karges correctly
guessed the entire call number

nn the hill while blindfolded.
"I'm kind ol an introvert,
so Iperformingl allows me to
become extroverted, ii helps
me meet people.' Karges said,
who performs at college campuses, casinos and corporate
events all year long. In the 'His,
he would maybe perfom 175
cities, he said, while this year
he anticipates around 135 to
150.
In another trick, he asked
the audience to think of
a number, and when he
guessed thai some of the
crowd was thinking of the
number 68, about a fourth
of the audience bad raised
their hands saying that it was
indeed the number they were
thinking of.
Karges, who resides in W.
Va. with his wife and many
dogs, has a busy schedule, lie

performed at the University ol
Akron last fuesday and will be
performing on the East coast
later this week.
Karges was even labeled
the "King of College Campus
Entertainment" by CNN, and
has been performing ever
since be attended college in

the'80s.
Alter seeing an illusionist on
campus last year, sophomore
Kelsey kus/ek said she bad to
come back and see it again.

OHIOLINK
From Page l

the Pop Culture library can be
viewed on OhioLINK by studentsand professors interested
in researching the materials.
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Kaiges stuns the audience by reciting the serial

dollar

Freshman Keith McDevitt
planned on meeting friends ai
the show alli-i classes for the
d^i\. He said lie was looking
fin ward to it all day.
McDevitt and Kus/ek are
only two of the many shocked
and bewildered students that
tilled the many seals.
"(The reaction] of the croud
definitely pumps you up while
onstage,' Karges said. "The
dynamics ol the audience are
important to the show."
\s i In' show ended the stti

dents felt nothing but confusion while trying to analyze
how Karges was able to guess
the word "sigma," the word
a student volunteer wrote
when asked to write any word
at all on a dry-erase hoard.
Many other events have
been planned by the orientation and first year programs. All said, as the many
workers scrambled to set up
more chairs for the standing
students in the hack of the

ballroom,

In which
country is the
board game
Monopoly
I GCn \sOnn&Cl ... connecting minds, motivation and money
Join us for this quarterly event to provide entrepreneurs and small technology
companies an opportunity to network and interact with investors, the business
community and academic institutions.
Discover the success stories of four local start-up companies and learn how you can
take advantage of the programs and services that lead to their success.

The Navy Bistro
30 Main Street (The Docks), Toledo
Thursday, September 4, 2008
5-8 p.m.
Register at www.rgplaunch.com or
contact Tasha Hussain Black at 419-252-2700, ext. 317

outlawed?
V/

a. Russia
b. Iraq
c. Cuba
a. China

Mil
oqnj

D :J)MSUV

"Anyone interested in using
materials that cannot be
checked out can still travel
here to use those resources,"
Brown said. "It gives the BGSU
community a much larger
connection than we can possibly provide."
And while the benefits of
using OhioLINK far surpass
the disadvantages, there are
a set of rules and restrictions
that come with checking out
books, videos and other electronic equipment, Clevcnger
said.
Books borrowed
from
OhioLINK can be renewed
online, but students can only
keep them for up to 15 weeks.
Also, while a student may plan
on utilizing necessary books
for the entire 15-week period,
if someone else from another
Ohio school requests the book
through OhioLINK, the book
must be returned regardless
of how much renewal time
remains.
For media-related items,
such as videos and DVDs, the
loan time is seven days with no
renewals available.
However, the regulations set
up by OhioLINK in order to
ensure that students and fac
ulty have access to all materials have not seemed to hinder
the amount of people using
the free online library.
From July 1,2007 to June 30.
2008, the University borrowed
32,620 items from other Ohio
institutions through OhioUNK,
Brown said. In that same time
frame, 39,740 items were
shipped from the University to
patrons at other libraries.
"It is a highly successful
program and I truly encourage everyone at BGSU to at
least check it out," Brown said.
"If you can find what you are
looking for and it's [available
for checkout|, go for it."

Preferred
Properties Co.
Find A Place To Call Home

Sponsors of this event include the Regional Growth Partnership along with its programs,
Launch and Rocket Ventures, the Toledo Regional Chamber of Commerce, The University of
Toledo, Bowling Green State University, Gorillas & Gazelles and Ohio's IT Alliance.

Launch

Rocket Ventures

ACCELERATING TECHNOLOGY

TECHNOLOGY... REALIZED

/
The Regional Growth Partnership acknowledges the contribution ot the State of Ohio. Department ol
Development and Thomas Edison Program, which provide funding in support of the Launch program

wwwpralerredpropertiesco. com

MAKE YOUR NOME IT:
Haven House Manor
Fox Run Apts.
Piedmont Apts 'Renovated'
Updated Birchwood (small pet allowed)
Mini Mall Apts. (Downtown)
1 Bedroom 8 Efficiencies
Houses

OFFICE HOURS
Mon-Frl: 8-5
Sat: 10-2
530 S. Maple St

419-352-9378
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ACTIVE
CHRISTIANS TODAY

A fundamental campus ministry that desires
to help people build closer relationships with
people and closer relationships with God
Last year was sort of a launch year for us and
this '
.-ith r.impus •!

A community who^e foundation is Christ.
Our purpose is to help people establish
and develop a relationship with Christ and
become productive leaders in Gods family.
CONTACT
Dave at dave@act.org
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H20
A church for college students that seeks
to creatively communicate the message
of Christianity. We have many ways for
students to get involved from leadership
opportunities to dodgeball tournaments
and everythinq m between.
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teaching students and the community
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about life and spirituality. Beyond

THE WAY CAMPUS
FELLOWSHIP

the world from a different perspective.

CONTACT
msa@bgsu.edu

■ promotes spiritual nur• ■ • Through Biblical research,
; \ we find the answers
to living a more abundant life and to having
aci.
■ r< with God.

Information compiled
by Stephanie Guigou |

Our mission is to touch the nGdftS of people
with the beautiful message of Islam. We help
Muslim students with obtaining the accommodations needed for a fulfilling experience
at the University. And we help non-Muslim
students and faculty by providing resources
needed to reach a better understanding of
the true message ol
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religion, these groups can help examine
MUSLIM STUDENT
ASSOCIATION
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Tommie at tommiej'i'bgsu.edu
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Thp University
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The
experience offpK
offers

People who want to think about life, culture,
faith, hope and love. About why things are
the way they are. About who God is And
is not. We are a Christian organization, but
we definitely want to invite anyone from any
type of background to take part in "intellectual and spiritual growth," one of the
Universitys core values.
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THE UNITED METHODIST
STUDENT ORGANIZATION

SANCTUARY
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A student-led organization ■
living and sharing the good news of the
Bible. We believe Jesus is coming ;
we want all to know, through the sti
prophecy, the■ ! fin i
CONTACT
Tom at talbrecCs1 bgsu.edu
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"It doesn't roll off your tongue."
- Senior Mark Gardner, describing the shortcomings of the new B6SU catchphrase "Roll
Along" as a potential cheer at sporting events [see ROLL ALONG pg. 1].
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PEOPLE ON THE STREET

What would you yell if you saw someone in Tokyo wearing a
BGSU sweatshirt?
"AyeZiggyZooiTibar

"Probably just BGSU

Td just say hey. what's

JiflKll "'honestly rJon't
know."

because they would

fc

VIST US AT
BGHEWS.COM

Have you own take on

recognize it"

today's People On The
Street? Or a suggestion for
IBya Stoyanov.
Freshman.

Molly McKee.
Freshman.
Undecided

Economics

From TMZ' to 'X-Files/
a columnist's love of show-biz

Excitement and nervousness
are two basic human emotions that often go hand - inhand with each other. These
feelings can strike anyone for
any reason. Feeling nervous
and excited simultaneously is
expected during big moments
in your life, but they can also
occur during unexpected
instances. But it still managed
to amaze me when Brooke, a
then 7-year-old girl, turned to
me and said, "I'm nervous; I'm
so excited!"
Why? Well because she
wasn't talking about the first
day of school or even her
first crush she was talking
about watching "Drake and
losh Go Hollywood." a 2006
Nickelodeon IV movie. And
with that one simple statement
she verbalized why I love entertainment and popular culture
so much.
You don't need me to tell you
how big of an impact the entertainment industry has on our
culture. The evidence is everywhere you look from what you
are wearing to the political
advertisements on television.
The fact is entertainment and
pop culture engulf us from the
moment that we are born and
it not only surrounds us. but it
shapes who we are as individuals and as a society.
Unfortunately, for something
that is so big, entertainment
tends to get a had reputation.
Sure it can be frivolous, shallow
and self-important, but entertainment can also be inspiring,
thought-provoking and emotional. Entertainment means
different things to different
people depending on what they
want to take out of it. You might
think Rihanna's "Take a Bow"
was just a catchy summer tune
but to someone else it could
have given them the strength
to end a bad relationship.
Your roommate might watch
"Greckl because of the outrageous drama but you might
connect with Casey's transition into adulthood. That's why
when some people might have
looked at Brooke like she had

two heads when she reviled
she was nervous, she was so
excited about a TV movie. I
completely understood.
Kntcrtainmcnt has always
been a defining part of who I
am. While most kids were playing little league I was watching
"General I lospital." When I was
supposed to be at my weekly
Catholic class I walked to my
grandparents' house to watch
"Dawson's Creek" instead, and
my love for entertainment was
a deciding factor when I was
choosing a major.
I recognize that much of the
so-called entertainment out
there is worthless and just killing our brain cells, I am talking to you Tila Tequila, but it
doesn't have to be Oscar winning for it to be enjoyable or
meaningful. Hollywood gossip
blogs are not groundbreaking
journalism but I still visit them
daily. TMZ is one of the funniest things on television, and I
know it doesn't really matter if
Blair and Chuck reconcile on
"Gossip Girl" but I am going to
watch every week to find out.
But entertainment is at its
best when it evokes the emotions that Brooke described.
When you become so invested
in a story that is being told
in movies, television, music or
theater you become nervous
with excitement. Maybe Brooke
and I are alone in this, but I get
the feeling that we're not. Think
back to the moment right before
your favorite band hit the stage
at the last concert you attended
or the first glimpse you saw
of Heath Ledger's loker in the
"Dark Knight." As an audience
we don't have a physical connection to these things, but it
doesn't make our emotional
connections any less real.
I have experienced the "I am
nervous; I am so excited" phenomenon many times, most
recently with this summer's
"The X-Files: I Want to Believe"
movie. While most of you were
on your second or third viewing of "Dark Knight" I was reconnecting with Mulder and
Scully. "The X-Files" was not on
the top of my mind during the
six years since the series ended,
but the weeks leading up to the
film redefined, for me, what
it meant to truly anticipate a
movie. Would Mulder and
Scully still be together? Would

The fact is
entertainment...
engulfs us from the
moment that
we are born.
they end up happy? Could the
film possibly live up to expectations? Sure these questions
are trivial in the grand scheme
of things, but it doesn't make
them any less important to me.
It was nice being nervous about
the state of Mulder and Scully's
relationship for a while instead
of how I was going to pay for
my next tank of gas. And unlike
the price of gas, the nervousness and excitement I felt for
the movie quickly turned into
relief and happiness.
"The X-Files" is probably the
most extreme example that I
personally have for the nervous
anticipation of a film or television program, but it is not the
sole example. Before each and
every episode of "Lost" I feel it,
and as Christian Soriano got
closer and closer to fashion week
on "Project Runway" I felt it
I don't think that it is coincidence that the projects that
make me nervous with excitement are all more than mere
escapism entertainment but
stories that are trying to say
something bigger and create
a forum for discussion. "The
X-Files" is about hope, "Lost" is
about redemption, and Soriano
is a classic rags-to-riches tale.
Throughout this school year
big important things are going
to be happening in the country,
far bigger than anything happening in the entertainment
industry, but Hollywood will still
be grabbing their share of headlines. Katherine lieigl is bound
to stick her foot in her mouth
again. In December, Brad Pin
is starring as a man who ages
backwards in "The Curious Case
of Benjamin Button." And, if it
is even possible, Jamie on "One
Tree Hill" might get even cuter.
All the possibilities of what this
year holds make me nervous
and excited.

a question? Give us your

Senior.
Political Science

feedback at bgnewscom

By Sanyi ka Calloway Boyce
MCT

The content of your MySpace
page can hurt your future job
opportunities.
MySpace, Facebook, Bebo,
Livelournal, and Xanga are
just a few of the most popular social networking sites that
have become a virtual mecca
for everyone from aspiring
musicians to everyday people
wanting to connect with a
larger world.
These online gathering places are ripe with information,
photos, videos, blogs and personal profiles of users who are
all proud to showcase their talent, give their opinions about
everything from the war to their
favorite potato chips and even
vent their frustrations about
their stupid boss who wears an
oh-so-obvious hair piece.
Ruminations, musings and
rapid-fire posts are the content
that is king on these sites, but
could your 4 a.m. admission
about the wild party you had
that got out of hand — which
you've long since forgotten
about — be the very thing that
comes back to haunt you when
looking to get accepted into
graduate school, applying for
an internship or fellowship or,
better yet, a well-deserved job?
Consider this, in October 2006
CareerBuilder.com surveyed
more than 1,150 hiring managers about their hiring practices;
12 percent said they check out
potential candidates' profiles on
social networking sites as part
of their screening process. Even
scarier, at least 63 percent admitted to not hiring a job applicant
based on what they found.
Yikes! Could your "innocent"
picture of last year's over-thetop Halloween costume keep
you from getting to the first rung
of the corporate ladder, let alone
the comer office?
It could. Companies large and
small are increasingly concerned
about the image that they have
with consumers and being seen
as places where people will want
to do business.
Last December, the popular restaurant chain The Olive
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12 percent said they check out potential
candidates' profiles on social networking
sites as part of their screening process... At
least 63 percent admitted to not hiring a job
applicant based on what they found.
Garden fired one of its general managers who'd worked
with the company for more
than 16 years. The firing was
not caused by the employee's
MySpace page, but rather her
daughter's page.
Denise Petrella's daughter
had posted pictures of her
18th birthday party. The teen
was (old not to drink repeatedly by her mom so as a "dumb
prank" she and a few of her
friends grabbed empty beer
bottles from the recycle bin
and pulled Petrella into the
pictures just for "fun."
Unfortunately, when the pictures came to the anention of
her employer, the fun ended
abrupdy. Petrella had been recognized repeatedly by her company for her great work and was
even highlighted in a companywide media campaign just a few
years prior. However, The Olive
Garden felt that the images were
damaging, as the girls in the pictures were underage and they
represented this "family friendly" restaurant in a manner that
was inconsistent with its brand.
Harsh? Maybe, but the action
was well within The Olive
Garden's legal rights, and it is
not the only company taking
such a stance. According to
WiredSafety, a nonprofit organization specializing in Web security, employers now routinely
scour the Internet for anything
written or visual about their
company online, especially
anything, or anyone, that could
damage the brand.
The "Vegas Rule" of "what
happens here, stays here," no
longer applies. What's said on
MySpace is echoing all over
the world and could affect you
(and possibly your parents) in
the workplace.
Here are a few steps for keeping

your posts and pics from coming
back to haunt you.
1. If you've posted something
that is potentially questionable,
delete it and your profile. It will
be a bit of a drag but since most
sites save your final contents in
case you decide to reactivate,
this is the best way to wipe out
the damaging profile and posts.
2. Often information online
stays around indefinitely, so
even after taking step one, you
might need to go a step further and clear cached pages by
asking Google to delete them.
Find out how at searchengineland.com and type in "third
party page removal" in the
search box.
3. Be aware that at least 62
percent of employers monitor
Web activity on their company
servers; meaning if you're visiting a site for personal reasons
during work hours — or using
work equipment—you could be
nabbed for the content and fired
for using company resources
inappropriately.
4. If you've had something
posted about you that could be
damaging to your reputation
ask the person to remove it. If
they refuse, you could use a paid
service like ReputationDefender.
com that will help erase info for
a fee of $29.95 per occurrence.
This is pretty serious sniff,
so I suggest applying the
golden rule to all Web posts,
"If in doubt, don't." Don't risk
it, because what's "innocent,"
"funny" or just a "dumb prankto you or your friends could
be viewed very differently by
someone who has to make an
admissions, hiring or firing
decision concerning you.
In the fight of MySpace vs.
Workplace, it seems like employers are winning — stay out of the
crossfire and you'll be just fine.

Banning the symbols of hate
By Erie Fr*«man
U-Wire
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Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news story?
Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor:

A** Bra.

It is now illegal for a noose
to be displayed publicly with
intent to intimidate, in the state
of Louisiana.
The law defines a noose as "a
rope tied in a slip knot, which
binds closer the more it is drawn,
which historically has been used
in execution by hanging, and
which symbolizes racism and
intimidation." Louisiana is now
the third state to ban the noose.
The noose always symbolizes intimidation; hanging it at
all demonstrates the intent to
intimidate.

This rationale applies to the
Confederate flag.
In my eyes, the noose and the
flag only differ in symbolism
because the noose is the actual
weapon used to lynch.
But the flag has long been
defended as a symbol of
Southern pride. "The flag is seen
by some Southerners simply as a
symbol of Southern pride, (but)
the flagis often used by racists to
represent white domination of
African-Americans," according
to the Anti-Defamation League,
which lists the Confederate flag
as a hate symbol.
The"pride"someSoutherners
are adamant about perpetuates

the stereotype the Confederacy
was established on — that
whites and blacks are not
equal. Tailgaters who support
the Confederate flag will stop
at nothing to argue otherwise,
pretending this symbol of
"pride" is not at its core racist
and intimidating.
Baruiing a noose will not
end racism, but teaching and
spreading the truth will.
And for any of you who wish
to display your racism publicly
with intent to intimidate but
fear imprisonment, don't fret.
There's no law against making a
noose out of a Confederate flag.
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Obama takes Democratic presidential nomination
By David Espo
The Associated Press

MCKDCMPSEY I APPHOl
ADDRESSING THE PUBLIC: Michelle Obama. wile of democratic presidential candidate
Sen Baiack Obama. DHL talk to volunteeis during Delegate Service Day in Denver

OHIO NEWS

DENVER — Barack Obama,
claiming a prize never held by
a black American, swept to the
Democratic presidential nomination yesterday as thousands
of national convention delegates stood and cheered his
improbable triumph.
Former rival Hillary Rodham
Clinton asked the convention
delegates to make it unanimous
"in the spirit of unity, with the
goal of victory." And they did,
with a roar.
Competing chants of "Obama"
and "Yes we can" floated up from

the convention floor as Obama's
victory was sealed.
Obama was across town as
the delegates he won in the primaries of winter and spring cast
their votes. Aides left open the
possibility that he would briefly
visit the Pepsi Center to thank
his supporters, a routine event
at recent national conventions.
His formal acceptance speech
tonight was expected to draw
a crowd of 75,000 at a nearby football stadium where an
elaborate backdrop was under
construction.
Clinton's call for Obama to
be approved by acclamation
— midway through the tra-

ditional roll call of the states
— was the culmination of a
painstaking agreement worked
out between the two camps to
present a unified front.
Obama. 47 and in his first
Senate term, carries the
Democrats' hopes of recapturing the White House into the
fall campaign against Sen. John
McCain and the Republicans.
Inside the convention hall, the
outcome of the traditional roll
call of the states was never in
doubt, only its mechanics.
"No matter where we stood
at the beginning of this campaign, Democrats stand together
today," declared Rep. Debbie

Town aims to break world record for most scarecrows in one place
By Juanita Cousins
The Associated Press

Special election called
CLEVELAND (AP) — Gov.
Ted Strickland ordered a Nov.
18 special election yesterday
to elect a candidate to fill the
final weeks of the late U.S. Rep.
Stephanie Tubbs lones' term.
The winner will serve
through December.
The special election will
come two weeks after the general election, during which
voters will select a representative to serve the llth district
for two years beginning in
January. Tubbs Jones was facing re-election this year in the
district that includesCleveland
and several eastern suburbs.
If more than one candidate
from either party files to finish
out her term, a primary election must be held Oct. 14.
Strickland's decision comes
after he said he would prefer

not to hold a special election.
The cost to Ohio taxpayers
will be between $4 million
and $5.5 million if both the
primary and special elections
are held.
Tubbs Jones died Aug. 20
after suffering a brain hemorrhage caused by a ruptured
aneurysm. The 58-year-old
was the first black woman to
represent Ohio in Congress.
The governor's legal counsel had researched whether a
special election to fill the term
was requ i red by law. Strickland
cited sections of the U.S.
Constitution and Ohio law in
ordering the special election.
Itisunlikclythe replacement
would vote on legislation this
year, since no House balloting
is scheduled after Sept. 26.

State aircrafts misuse revealed
By Julie Can Smyth
The Associated Press

COLUMBUS — Former
Ohio Attorney General Marc
Dann misused state aircraft
to travel to and from his
Youngstown home and twice
took his daughter on flights for
which she wasn't authorized,
according to a state investigation released yesterday.
Three state transportation
officials also improperly used
state planes to commute,
according to the findings
released by Ohio Inspector
General Tom Charles.
The probe of state aircraft
use from 2005 to present was
unrelated to a broad investigation into activities at the
office once run by Dann, who
resigned in May amid a sexual harassment scandal. The
aircraft findings that relate

"Since there was no
additional cost to
the state I took my
daughter with me."
Marc Dann | Former Attorney Gen

Wasserman Schultz of Florida,
a former Clinton supporter who
delivered a nominating speech
for Obama.
"We believe passionately in
Barack Obama's message of
changing the direction of our
country," she said.
Earlier, Clinton released her
delegates amid shouts of "no," by
disappointed supporters. "She
doesn't have the right to release
us," said Massachusetts delegate
Nancy Saboori. "We're not little
kids to be told what to do in a
half-hour."
Polls showed the campaign
was a close one between Obama
and McCain.

JOHN AMIS

APPHOtO

SCARING OFF THE COMPETITION: Katie Clad ol Brasselton. talks to Mary Walker,
left while taking a lunch break from making scarecrows Residents have set a goal of 4000

HOSCHTON, Ga. — This
small northeastern Georgia
town's population boom is
frightening. In a bid to break
a world record for scarecrows
and scare up some fun for
the fall season, thousands of
straw-stuffed newcomers are
creeping across town.
There's a scuba diver, the
Georgia Bulldogs football team
and — of course — the cast of
the Wizard of Oz.
Even likenesses of Jesus and

Elvis popped up.
The 1.700 real residents
of Hoschton hope to nearly
triple their population with
4,000 scarecrows and break
the Guinness World Record
for "Most Scarecrows in One
Location."
The title belongs to the
Cincinnati
Horticultural
Society's Cincinnati Flower and
Farm Fest, which set the record
in 2003 with 3,311 scarecrows.
Antique dealer Robbie Bettis
and her husband, Fred, are leading the effort for the town's fall
festival, which begins Monday.

ALL CAMPUS

Picnic &
Campus Fest
11:00am-3:00pm

to Dann will be referred to a
state task force handling that
investigation.
Dann refuted the findings
in an e-mail yesterday.
"I only used state aircraft
for state business. The plane
picked me up and took me
to places where I was conducting state business and
only when my schedule did
not allow for car travel," he
wrote. "Since there was no
additional cost to the state I
took my daughter with me on
two occasions."

Friday, September 5, 2008
University Hall Lawn

SUV plant urged to stay open
DAYTON (AP)—Ohio U. Gov.
Lee Fisher says the state is
offeringGeneral Motors Corp.
a tax credit and grant worth
more than $56 million to
keep open its SUVplant in the
Dayton suburb of Moraine.
The automaker has said it
plans to close the plant by
2010 or sooner because of
a customer shift to smaller
vehicles. About 2,400 workers
are employed there.
The proposed assistance

an nounced yesterday consists
of a $54 million job retention
tax credit and a $2 million
"rapid outreach" grant.
GM spokeswoman Sharon
Basel says she doesn't know
if the automaker has received
the proposal.
She says GM values the support of the state and its priorities toward building a positive
business climate and a strong
manufacturing base.

146 North Main
— HAPPY HOUR 5PM-7PMFREE POOL Till 7
1/2 PRICED APPETIZERS
(2 DOMESTICS » St OFF ALL DRAFTS

THURSDAY $.25 WING NIGHT
o $2 Coors Light
o $2 Wells All Night
o$3 32 02. Bud Light Drafts

SPONSORS INCLUDE:
Office of the President,
Division of Student Affairs,
Dining Services,
Office of Campus Activities,
Office of the Dean of Students,
Coca-Cola, The University
Bookstore, Kroger, and
Bowen-Thompson Student Union
Office of Campus Activities is located
in 401 Bowen-Thompson Student Union.
For more information on Campus Fest
or other ways to Get Involved,
please contact us at (419) 372-2343
or www.bgsu eduAjetinvolved
RAIN DATE:
September 12, 2008
11:0Oam-3:00pm,
University Hall Lawn

Over 300 Student Organizations
Music by 88.1 WBGU & WFAL "Falcon Radio"
Volunteer Agencies
Local Merchants
Carnival Games
Caricature Artists
Free Food
Free Give-Aways
And Much More
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TYLER SHEEHAN
QUARTERBACK:
Sheehan. a junior, threw for
a MAC East-best 3,264
yards and 23 touchdowns
last year as the starter.

3Tx

ANTHONY TURNER

/IB ^r-

RECEIVER: Turner, a
senior, ran and caught for j
a total of 704 yards and 10 I
TDs last season. \

BEN BOJICIC

A CD

CENTER: Bojicic. a
sophomore, will replace
the departed Kory
Lichtensteiger this year.
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GREG ROMEUS
DEFENSIVE END:

COREY PARTRIDGE
RECEIVER: Partridge, a
senior, had 453 receiving .
yards and two touchdowns
last year before injury.

CHRIS BULLOCK

»

SCOTT MCKILLOP
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Gregg ™
Brandon
Entering his sixth
season as BG's
head coach

RUNNING BACK:
Bullock, a junior, had 281
yards on the ground last
year and was a Freshman
All-Amencan in 2006

LINEBACKER: McKillop.
a senior, was the anchor of
the Pitt defense last year,
and led the nation in total
tackles with 151.
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LINEBACKER Murray, a
junior, notched 60 tackles,
three forced fumbles and
three sacks last season.

AARON BERRY
CORNERBACK:
junior, serves as the team's
top corner and had 19
tackles and two
interceptions last year.

-

.1,
MICK WILLIAMS
DEFENSIVE TACKLE:
Williams, a junior, had eight
tackles for a loss, three
sacks and played in every
game last season.

"• '
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Romeus. a sophomore, was
a freshman All-American
last season, recording 41
tackles and four sacks.

THE FRONT

OFFENSE
In the first of two parts, The BG News dissects the Falcon offense against No. 25 Pittsburgh's defense
By Chi is Voloschuk
Sports Editor
(in Saturday, the most intriguing
5 matchup at Heinz Field could be
lie's offense against Pitt's defense.
I Last year, the Falcons' spread
■ system accounted for a plethora of
•points — 30.2 per game — and a
; total of 45 touchdowns. Quarterback
.Tyler Sheehan had an experienced
.line in front of him, and a myriad
5 of options at the running back and
I receiver positions to get the ball to.
This season, it should be much of
the same. All of the team's top offen,sive players from 2007 at the skill
I positions are back, the only excep* tion being sophomore running back

Willie Geter, who will serve a one
game suspension. Receivers Corey
Partridge, Freddie Barnes, Marques
Parks and the team's "slash" player,
Anthony Turner, are all healthy and
ready to play.
The only major question mark
when it comes to the offense will be
the line. With the loss of starters Kory
Lichtensteiger, Kevin Huelsman and
Drew Nystrom to graduation, tackles Brady Minturn and leff Fink, as
well as center Ben Bojicic will take
over. Veteran holdovers, guards
Brandon Curtis and Shane Steffy,
will be counted on to lead the way.
The revamped line will definitely
be tested in Pittsburgh. Last year,
the Panthers were one of the top

run-stuffing teams in the country,
holding opponents to 130.4 yards
per game on the ground. In total,
the Panthers only surrendered 297.6
yardsagameof total offense—good
for lOth-best in the country.
Pitt middle linebacker Scott
McKillop will anchor the defense.
His 151 total tackles last season were
tops in the nation. The defensive
line is big on the inside with Mick
Williams (6-1. 285) and Rashaad
Duncan (6-2, 295), and will make
Bojicic work early.
"Ben's going to get tested," said BG
head coach Gregg Brandon. Those
See PREVIEW | Page 7
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By S.an Shapiro
Reporter
-

ETHAN MAGOC

Most seasons coach DeniseVan
De Walle and the Falcons are
in the hunt for a MAC championship, but on September
2 Van De Walle will head to
Beijing for another kind of title,
Paralympic Gold.
Van De Walle has been part
of the US national sitting team
since the team began in 2003,
Sitting volleyball is a played on a
smaller court and athletes sit on
their buttocks, not wheelchairs,
during the match.
"I absolutely marveled at the
sport — 1 thought it was the
neatest, coolest sport ever, and it
really moved me to see guys that
were missing limbs passionate
about volleyball and I'm passionate about volleyball, and here
they were not letting that get in
the way of their love of the game.
When they asked to me help out
with the women's team it was a
no brainer," Van De Walle said.
With women's sitting volleyball
added to the 2004 Paralympics
the United States team was
assembled. The following year
Van De Walle and Team US were
headed to Athens and took home
a surprise bronze medal after
only a year of training.
For Van De Walle, the transition from Falcon head coach to
national team assistant coach is
not a difficult conversion as pushing players is the same no matter
whether they are disabled or not.
The stakes will be higher as the
US sitting team comes into the
Beijing games ranked third in the
world behind the Netherlands
and host nation China.
"Right now its been China and
the Netherlands as the best in
the world, but we've been close.
China come out of the 04 games
on top and point wise going in to
this the Netherlands edged them
out and were number three while
Slovenia is four. So we've been in
the top four teams for the last
four years," Van De Walle said.
The road to gold for the sitting
team officially begins September
7 when they face off against
Lithuania in pool play; they will
also face off against Slovenia and
China before single elimination
play begins.
Expectations are high for Van
De Walle as she expects to find
the US in the gold medal match
at the end of the games.
While Van De Walle is in China
the Falcons will be left in the
hands of assistant coaches Mark
Hardaway and Robert Frost. The
Falcons will play seven matches
without Van De Walle heading
to Philadelphia for the Temple
Invitational and Milwaukee for
the Marquette Challenge.
"We won't let her being gone
effect how we play, we have
enough senior leadership that
we can lead our team keeping
the same work ethic we always
have," said senior Chelsey Meek.
In addition to Meek, the
Falcons will rely on the experience of their eight veterans from
the 2007 season. Van De Walle's
2004 trip to Athens didn't prove
cosdy as the team went 8-1 in
her absence.
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ON THE JOB: Dennis Williams was hired to be an assistant hockey coach at BG in early July. He played fomatd foi the Falcons from
1997-2001 and collected more penalty minutes than points in his college career.

Hard-working Williams takes
over as assistant hockey coach
By Ethan Magoc
Reporter

Scott Paluch knows Dennis
Williams never stops working.
That's why BG's head hockey
coach hired Williams in early
July to replace former Assistant
Coach Doug Schueller.
Schueller became the head
coach at Saint John's University
in Collegeville. Minn, on May
16. Williams soon made a move
for the vacant position when he
spoke to l"aluch in June.
He was then hired from a
pool of more than 30 applicants,
according to Paluch.
Williams is still so green on the
job (he started July 151 that he
hasn't been able to see much of
his new team.
He only briefly met the team
this past weekend when they
moved onto campus, so he said
he has not yet formed judgments
about what this team is capable
of on the ice in 2008-09.
But he's excited to find out.

"I'm looking forward to meet- and most recently at Alabamaing them more in-depth than Huntsville.
"I lis familiarity with our school
just saying 'Hey what's going
on?" Williams said, "I've watched makes it a lot easier," Paluch said,
some game film of them from especially with the season quicklast year, but I've yet to watch ly approaching "His work ethic
has made the transition very
them in real life."
Once he does, it shouldn't take smooth, and we're feeling very
him long to remember how the good about our staff."
BG hockey team is managed.
Williams said he's already
The Stratford, Onl. Native enjoying his time back in BG.
played as a BG forward from
"I consider this home to me,"
1997 to2001, when he racked up Williams said. "I've spent more
nearly ten times as many penally time in this town in tbe last ten
minutes 1198) as points (20) in years than I've spent in my own
hometown."
117 games.
Paluch noted Williams' win"I was hard-working, but never
scored a ton of goals by any ning experience as a head coach
means." Williams said. "I was that at Neumann, where he held a
high energy type of player who record of 35-32-8 in three seawould go out and bang, keep the sons, will help him easily lake on
puck down low to protect it and daily coaching tasks.
"A big part of his responsibiligive that little bit of life to the
game that we needed."
ties will be the everyday pracHe served as Paluch's first tice and game-day coaching, as
graduate assistant at BG in 2002 well as recruiting," Paluch said.
before taking various coach- " 1 le's just very comfortable on the
ing positions at Utica College, bench and we're happy to have
Neumann College in Aston, Pa., him back."

Network Operations Center
to run MLB instant replay
By Ronald Blum
The Associated Press

"Pretty soon, we'll
wonder how we got

NFW YORK — Baseball's replay
central isan !8-by-24 foot room on along without it, and
the fifth floor of a fomier baking facit won't even
tory in Manhattan's Meatpacking
District that's crammed with SO
be noticed."
many computers and television
screens that it kx>ks like NASAs
Jimmie Lee Solomon | MLB
Mission Control.
Five monitors stretch across the
top of the wall, and beneath are
"Ptetty soon, we'll wonder how
eight. 46-inch screens split into we got along without it, and it
two rows. Fitch television can won't even be noticed," Jimmie
show one picture, or be split into Lee Solomon, executive vice pnstnine, 16,25 or 100 angles at once.
dent of baseball Operations in the
In the third row are two white commissioner's office, said as
Macintosh computers with 19- reporters got a tour yesterday.
inch screens, each adjacent to a
Baseball s|X'tit S2.5 million and
26-inch TV. And, finally, below that two months installing fiberlink
are dozens of buttons on a router lines, monitors and dedicated telepanel Some an' blue, some green, phones to link every ballpark with
some red, some yellow. This is tlie NOC. Major League Baseball
where die technicians and super- Advanced Media will now collect
visors will sit.
both teams' video feeds from each
The room is called die NOC — game and send them here.
the Network Operations Center for
I t>r the 20 to 30 games each year
MLB.com. It's where video Irani with no telecast, MLBAM already is
the 30 major league ball|)arks is sending its own production tnick.
already being collected, and will with six-to-eight cameras. And just
be made available to umpires in case there's a power failure at the
starting today to help them with N(X^ the control room has emerhome-ntn calls. Technicians can gency batten power just behind
zoom in on replays, nui them at the wall and a generator on the
roof with at least 12 hours of fuel.
any speed.
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Former Cincinnati QB Mauk loses
appeal for another year of eligibility
By Jo* Kay
The Associated Press

CINCINNATI — Quarterback
Ben Mauk lost his latest appeal
to the NCAA for another year of
eligibility yesterday, leaving him
with one final chance to play for
Cincinnati.
After a couple of days of mixed
signals, the NCAA told the former Bearcats' quarterback that
it had turned him down for the
fourth time. Now, Mauk will
AlKHRMAN I AP PHOTO
appeal directly to the NCAA's
reinstatement committee for NO LUCK: Matt Mauk has tried four
times to get another year ol eligibility
another season.
Mauk will talk to the reinstatement committee by phone this find in our favor, but I think it's the
afternoon, a few hours before reinstatement committee that we
the Bearcats open their season at really need to talk to." said Kevin
home against Fastcni Kentucky. Murphy, who is Mauk's lawyer.
He expects a decision either later "The staff pretty much did what it
in the day or tomorrow.
has done in the past in this case
"We were hoping they would but the reinstatement commit-

PREVIEW
From Page 6

two big inside guys for Pitt are
just like two big fire hydrants,"
lunior COrnerback Aaron
Berry could also make an
impact in the secondary. With
that said. Pitt's biggest defen-

tee has the authority to make its
own decision. So that's where our
hope lies."
Mauk led the Bearcats to 10
wins and a No. 17 final ranking
last season, when he came back
from serious shoulder and arm
injuries. 1 to appealed for another
season on grounds that injuries
had sidelined him while he was at
Wake Forest
After being turned down
three times, Mauk filed a lawsuit in an Ohio court and got
a temporary restraining order
against the NCAA, which then
agreed to reconsider.
The case fell into confusion this
week Mauk's lawyer was told by an
NCAA representative on Monday
night that die latest appeal had
been turned down. The representative called back a day later and
apologized, saying the staff hadn't
reached a final decision yet.

sive weakness could be in the Brandon said. "That's somebackfield, where, outside of thing we've addressed in the
Berry, there isn't a whole lot of spring, and something we
in-game experience.
continue to address in the fall.
No matter the personnel When we take care of the footmatch ups, Brandon said the key ball, we win games ... If we've
to the game for the Falcons will got to throw it 50 times, we'll
be playing smart on offense.
throw it 50 times. It's nice to
"The first thing we've got to be able to have the weapons to
do is take care of the football," do that."

Welcome BG Students

He gave out FREE food

\
SEE US FOR ALL YOUR AUTOMOTIVE REPAIRS!
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... and so do we!
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@
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Come. Eat. Laugh. Socialize. Learn. Dinner followed by Bible Study.
St. John's Church is on the corner of Wooster & Mercer
^f 4193530881
I

WWW.STJOHNSBG.ORG

ANY SERVICE PERFORMED
WITH STUDENT I.D.
'In lieu of other offer* Moil can Md ighl tfucfct
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We Offer Complete Automotive Repair
• Air Conditioning • Brakes • Exhaust • General Maintenance • Heating &
Cooling • Lube/Oil/Filter • Shocks & Struts • Starting & Changing • And
Much More!
Brake & Exhaust Inspections Are Always FREE!

Tuffy*
uto Service]

Bowling Green

(419)353-2444
1087 S. Main Street
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Sheehan. a junior, threw for
a MAC East best 5.264
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yards and 25 touchdowns
last year as the starter
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ANTHONYTURNER
RECEIVER: Turner a
senior, ran and caught for
a total of 704 yards and 10
TDs last season.
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sophomore, will replace
the departed Kory
Lichtensteiger this year.
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COREY PARTRIDGE
RECEIVER: Partridge, a
senior, had 455 receiving
yards and two touchdowns
last year before injury.
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SCOTT MCKILLOP
LINEBACKER: McKillop.

' I

a senior, was the anchor of
the Pitt defense last year,

Bullock, a junior, had 281

and led the nation in total
tackles with 151.

yards on the ground last
year and was a Freshman
All-Ametican in 2006

SHANE MURRAY
LINEBACKER Murray, a
|unior. notched 60 tackles,
three forced fumbles and
three sacks last season

AARON BERRY
CORNERBACK:
junior, serves as the team's
top corner and had 19
tackles and two
interceptions last year.

MICK WILLIAMS
DEFENSIVE TACKLE:
Williams, a junior, had eight
tackles for a loss, three
sacks and played in every
game last season.
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THE FRONT

In the first of two parts, The BG News dissects the Falcon offense against No. 25 Pittsburgh's defense
By Chris Voloschuk
Sports Editor

On Saturday, the most intriguing
, matchup at Heinz Held could be
BG's offense against Pitt's defense.
'■ Last year, the Falcons' spread
• system accounted for a plethora of
points — 30.2 per game — and a
total of 4,r> touchdowns. Quarterback
.Tyler Sheehan had an experienced
line in front of him, and a myriad
of options at the running back and
• receiver positions to get the ball to.
This season, it should be much of
'the same. All of the team's top offensive players from 2007 at the skill
positions are back, the only excep! tion being sophomore running back

Willie Geter, who will serve a one
game suspension. Receivers Corey
Partridge, Freddie Barnes, Marques
Parks and (he team's "slash" player,
Anthony 1\irner, are all healthy and
ready to play.
The only major question mark
when it comes to the offense will be
theline. With the loss of starters Kory
Lichtensteiger, Kevin Huelsman and
Drew Nystrom to graduation, tackles Brady Minturn and leff Fink, as
well as center Ben Bojicic. will take
over. Veteran holdovers, guards
Brandon Curtis and Shane Steffy,
will be counted on to lead the way.
The revamped line will definitely
be tested in Pittsburgh. Last year,
the Panthers were one of the top

New assist)

Knnte Wl_
worths'and iQWitf BG puyf"
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run-stuffing teams in the country,
holding opponents lo 130.4 yards
per game on the ground. In total,
the Panthers only surrendered 297.6
yards a game of total offense—good
for lOth-best in the country.
Pit I middle linebacker Scott
McKillop will anchor (he defense.
His 151 total tackles last season were
tops in the nation. The defensive
line is big on the inside with Mick
Williams (6-1, 2851 and Rashaad
Duncan (6-2, 295). and will make
Bojicic work early.
"Ben's going to get tested," said BG
head coach Gregg Brandon. "Those

in
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See PREVIEW | Page 7

PAGE 7
BG volleyball coach Denise
Vim DeW.lle, who's been
active with the US Paralympic
team since 2005, will coach
them in Beijing In a week

PAGE 7
Major League Baseball's new
control center for instant replay
is located in a former baking factory in New York, and
resembles NASA on the inside.

PAGE 7
Former University of
Cincinnati quarterback Ben
Mauk was denied another year
of eligibility for fourth time by
the NCAA yesterday.
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about volleyball and I'm passion
ale about volleyball, and here
they were not letting that get in
the waj of their love til the game.
When they asked to me help oul
with the women's team it was a
no hrainer." Van DeWalle said.
With women's sitting volley hall
added to the 2004 P&ratympics
the United States team was
assembled. Hie following year
Van De Walle and Team IIS were
headed to Athens and took home
a surprise bronze medal after
only a year of training.
lor Van De Walle. the transition front Falcon head coach to
national team assistant coach is
not a difficult conversion as push
ing players is the same no matter
whether they are disabled or not.
The stakes will be higher as the
US sitting team comes into the
Beijing games ranked third in the
world behind the Netherlands
and host nation China.
"Right now its been China and
the Netherlands as the best in
the world, but we've been close.
China come oul of the 01 games
on top and point wise going in to
this the Netherlands edged them
out and were number three while
Slovenia is lout. So we've been in
the lop four teams lor the las)
four years,'' Van De Walle said.
The road to gold for (he silling
learn officially begins September
7 when they lace off against
Lithuania in pool play; they will
also face oil against Slovenia and
China before single elimination
play begins.
Expectations arc high for Van
De Walle as she expects to find
the IIS in the gold medal match
at the end of the games.
While Van De Walle is in China
the falcons will he left in ihe
hands of assistant coaches Mark
Hardawayand Hubert frost.The
Falcons will play seven matches
without Van De Walle heading
to Philadelphia lor ihe Temple
Invitational and Milwaukee lor
Ihe Marquetle ( hallenge.
"We won't let her being gone
effect how we play, we nave
enough senior leadership that
we can lead our leant keeping
the same work ethic we always
have." said senior Chclscy Meek.
In addition to Meek, the
I'alcons will rely on the experience of their eight veterans from
Ihe 2007 season. Van De Walle's

2004 irip to Athens didn't prove
cosily as Ihe leant went 8-1 in
her absence.
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Most seasons coach DeniseVan

sporl — I thought it was the
neatest, coolest sport ever, and it
really moved me to see guys that
were missing limbs passionate
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By Scan Shapiro
Reporter

during the match.
"I absolutely marveled at the

4
2

sittingteam
De Walk' and Ihe Falcons arc
in the hum lor a MAC championship, hut on September
2 Van l)c Walle will head t»
Beijing for another kind of title.
Paralympic Gold.
Van i)e Walle has been part
of the US national silling team
since the team began in 2003.
Sitting volleyball is a played on a
smaller court and athletes sit on
their huttocks. not wheelchairs.
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-.iily July He played forward for the falcons from

1997-2001 and collected more penalty minutes tlian |

d-work
ara-worKing
Williams tab
taKes
Rep ■
Scott I'aluch knows Dennis
Williams never slops winking.
That's why IK is head hoi key
coach hired Williams in earl)
Inly to replace former \ssistanl
Coach DougSchucller.
Schueller became the head
coach at Saint John's University
in Collegeville, Minn, on May
Hi. Williams soon made a move
for the vacant position when he
spoke to I'aluch in little.
Me was then hired from a
pool of mote than 30 applicants,
according to I'aluch.
U illlams is still so green on the
job (he started Inly 15) that he
hasn't been able to see much of
his new leant.
lie only briefly met the team
this past weekend when they
moved onto campus, so he said
he has not yet formed judgments
ahotit what this team is capable
ofon the ice in 20011-09.

But he's excited to find out

Tin looking forward to meeting them more in-depth than
just saying 'I Icy what's going
nil Utlli mis said Ivewalched
some game film of them from
List year, hut I've yet to watch

and most recently at Alabama-

I luntsville.

them in real life.''
(luce he di ics. it sin itildn'l take
him long to remember how ihe
Bt l hockey team is managed.
Ihe Stratford, Dm. Native
played as a IK, forward from
1997 to 2001, when he racked up
nearly ten times as many penally
minutes (198) as points I20i in

Mis familiarity with our school
makes it a lot easier.'' I'aluch said,
especially with the season quickly approaching. "Mis work ethic
has made ihe transition very
smooth, and were feeling very
goodaboul out stall."
Williams said he's already
enjoying his time back in B( I.
"I consider Ibis home lo me,"
Williams said. "I've spent more
lime in this town in the last ten
years than I've spent in my own

117 games.

hometown."

"I was hard working, but never
scored a ton ol goals by any
means,' Williams said. T was thai
high energy type of player who
would go out and hang, keep the
puck down low to protect it and
give (hat little hit of lite to the
game that we needed."
lie served as Paluch's first
graduate assistant at 11(1 in 2002
before taking various coaching positions at Utica College,
Neumann College in Aston, 1%.,

7 8

I

2

over as assistant hockey coach
By Ethan Magoc
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I'aluch noted Williams' win
ning experience as a head coach
at Neumann, where he held a
record of 35-32-8 in three seasons, will help him easily take on
daily coaching tasks.
"A big part of his responsibilities will he the everyday practice and game-day coaching, as
well as recruiting," I'aluch said.
"I le's just \ cry comfortable on the
bench and we'ie happy to have
him back."
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etwork Operations Center Former Cincinnati QB Mauk loses
to run MLB instant replay appeal for another year of eligibility
By Ronald Blum
The A*.

"Pretty soon, we'll
wonder how we got

NEW YORK
Baseballs replay
central isan l8-by-24footroomon
thelilthlliHirolalomieiTiakinglai'
lory in Manhattan's Meatpacking
District dial's crammed with so
many computers and television
screens thai it looks like \\s\s
Mission (IIIIIIDI.
I i\ e ninniti irs Stretch ai n iss the
lop of the wall, and beneath are
eight. 46-inch screens split into
two rows. Each television can
show one picture, or be split into
nine. 16,25 or lODanglesatonce.
In the third row are two white
Macintosh computers with 19inch screens, each adjacent to a
26-inch IV And. finally. Mow thai
are do/ens of buttons on a router
panel. Some are blue, some green,
some red, some yellow This is
where the technicians and supervisors will sit
The room is called Ihe NI it
the Network! Ipeiationsl I'tilei lot
Ml.Il.diin. Its when1 video limn
the 30 major league ballparks is
already being collected, and will
lx' made available lo umpires
stinting today lo help llieni with
home-run calls, technicians can
zoom in on replays, mn them at
any speed.

along without it, and
it won't even
be noticed."

"hetiy sixiti. well wonder how
we gol along without it. and il
wont even lie noticed," liiiiinie
lei' Solomon, executive vice presidenl ol li.isrh.ill operations in the
commissioners office, said as
reporters gol a lour yesterday.
Baseball spenl $25 million and
two months installing Rbertink
lines, monitors and dedicated tele
phones to link ever) ballpark with
the NOG Majoi league Baseball
Advanced Media will now collect
both teams'video feeds from each
game and send Ihem here
For the 20 to 30 games each year
with nnteli vast, Ml JiA\ I alie.uk is
sending iw own production truck,
with six-to-eight cameras. And just
ill casclherc'sa power lailincal the
N(X . the control room has emergency battery power just Ixiiiml
the wall and a generator on the
rm ilw filial leas) 12 hours ol fuel.

By Jo. Kay
■ ■•
tedPn

CINCINNATI

tee has the authority to make its
own decision So that's where our

Quarterback

Ben Mauk lost his latest appeal
to the NCAA for another year of
eligibility yesterday, leaving him
With une final chance to play lor
Cincinnati.
Aitei acoupleofdaysofmixed
signals, the NCAA told the former Bearcats' quarterback ihat
it had turned him down for the
fourth time. Now. Mauk will
appeal directly to ihe NCAAs
reinstatement committee for
another season.
Mauk will talk to the reinstatenient committee by phone this
afternoon, a lew hours before
the Bearcats open their season at
home against Eastern Kentucky.
I le expects a decision either later
in the day or tomorrow.
"We were Imping they would

At BEHBMAN

NO LUCK: "
"i ■
times to get another ye* ol.

dfour
.!

find in our favor, hut I think Its ihe

reinstatement committee that we
realty need to talk to," said kc\in
Murphy, who is Mauks lawyer.
" I he stall pretty much did whai it
has done in Ihe past in this case.
hut the reinstatement commit-

sive weakness could he in the

PREVIEW

backlicld. where, outside of
Berry, there isn't a whole lot of

From Page 6

in-game experience.

two big inside guys for I'itl are
just like two big fire hydrants."
lunior iiirnerback Aaron
Berry could also make an
impact in the secondary. With
Ihat said. Pitt's biggest defen-

No

mailer

the

personnel

matchups, Brandon said the key
to the game for die I alcons will
be playing smarl on offense.
"Ihe first thing we've got lo
do is lake care of the football,"

hopebes."
Mauk led the Bearcats to lo
wins ami a No. IT final ranking
last season, when he came back
from serious shoulder and am1
injuries. I le appealed lor annlhe:
season on grounds that injurie
had sidelined him w Nile he was a
Wake forest.
After being turned down
three limes. Mauk tiled a law
suit in an Ohio court and gin
a temporary restraining ordet
against Ihe NCAA, which diet
agreed IO reconsider.
(he case fell into confusion this
weekMauksbwyerwastoldbyan
NCAA representative on Monday,
night dial the latest appeal had
been turned down. Ihe represen
tativc called back a day later and
apologized, saying the stafi hadnl
reached a final decision vet.

Brandon said. "That's some
thing we've addressed in the
spring, and something we
continue lo address in ihe fall
When we lake care of the fool
hall, we win games ... II we've
got io throw it 50 times, we'll
throw il 50 limes. It's nice le
be able to have the weapons to
do that."

Welcome BG Students

He gave out FREE food

SEE US FOR ALL YOUR AUTOMOTIVE REPAIRS!

K?n

10%
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ANY SERVICE PERFORMED
WITH STUDENT I.D.
m neu v otner orwrti

i and hght t-u.:»s

We Offer Complete Automotive Repair
• Air Conditioning • Brakes • Exhaust • General Maintenance • Heating &
Cooling • Lube/Oil/Filter • Shocks & Struts • Starting & Changing • And
Much More!

... and so do we!
TUESDAYS @ 7:00PM b.gin, *•»»-*" 2
Come. Eat. Laugh. Socialize. Learn. Dinner followed by Bible Study.
St. John's Church is on the corner of Woosler & Mercer
Jf 4193530881
WWW.STJ0HNSBG.ORG

Brake & Exhaust Inspections Are Always FREE!
HOME OF LIFETIME WARRANTIES

Tuffy

l Auto Service |

Centers.

Bowling Green

(419)353-2444
1087 S Main Street
Mon. - Fn 8 00am - 6 00pm
Sat 8 00am-4:00pm
www.tufty.com
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in Arctic
SERGEI GRITS

By Seth Boranataln
and Dan Joling

AP PHOTO

The Associated Press

GEORGIA AND U.S.: Commander of the US task force carrying aid to Georgia. John
Moore, left, shakes hands with Georgians at Georgia's Black Sea port yesterday.

Conflict threatens
key nuclear pact
By JimH.intx

"[Russia is] not afraid

The Associated Press

of anything, including

TBILISI, Georgia — Western
leaders warned Russia yesterday to "change course," hoping
to keep a conflict that already
threatens a key nuclear pact and
could even raise U.S. chicken
prices from blossoming into a
new Cold War.
Moscow said it was NATO
expansion and Western support
for Georgia that was causing the
new East-West divisions, and
Prime Minister Vladimir Putin
lashed out at the United States
for using military ships to deliver
humanitarian aid to Georgia.
Meanwhile, Georgia slashed
its embassy staff in Moscow to
protest Russia's recognition of
the two separatist enclaves that
were the flashpoint for the fiveday war bet ween t he t wo nat ions
earlier this month.
The tensions have spread to the
Black Sea, which Russia shares
unhappily with three nations that
belong to NATO and two others
that desperately want to, Ukraine
and Georgia. Some Ukrainians
fear Moscow might set its sights
on their nation next.
In moves evocative of Cold War
cat-and-mouse games, a U.S.
military ship carrying humanitarian aid docked at a southern
Georgian port, and Russia sent
a missile cruiser and two other
ships to a port farther north in a
show of force.
The maneuvering came a day
after Russian President Dmitry
Medvedev had said his nation
was "not afraid of anything,
including the prospect of a Cold
War." For the two superpowers
of the first Cold War, the United

Violence low

the prospect of a
Cold War."
Dm tryMedvedev|RussianPresident

States and Russia, repercussions
from this new conflict could be
widespread.
Russia's agriculture minister
said Moscow could cut poultry
and pork import quotas by hundreds of thousands of tons, hitting American producers hard
and thereby raising prices for
American shoppers.
Russians sometimes refer
to American poultry imports
as "Bush's legs," a reference to
the frozen chicken shipped to
Russia amid economic troubles
following the 1991 Soviet collapse, during George H.W. Bush's
presidency.
And a key civil nuclear agreement between Moscow and
Washington appears likely to be
shelved until next year at the
earliest.
On the diplomatic front, the
West's denunciations of Russia
grew louder.
Britain's top diplomat equated
Moscow's offensive in Georgia
with the Soviet tanks that invaded Czechoslovakia to crush
the Prague Spring democratic
reforms in 1968. and demanded
Russia "change course."
"The sight of Russian tanks
in a neighboring country on the
40th anniversary of the crushing of the Prague Spring has
shown that the temptations of
power politics remain," Foreign
Secretary David Miliband said.
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in Anbar
Improved conditions
in Anbar leave security
in the hands of Sunni

WASHINGTON — More ominous signs yesterday have
scientists saying that a global
warming "tipping point" in
the Arctic seems to be happening before their eyes: Sea
ice in the Arctic Ocean is at its
second lowest level in about
30 years.
The National Snow and
Ice Data Center reported that
sea ice in the Arctic now covers about 2.03 million square
miles. The lowest point since
satellite measurements began
in 1979 was 1.65 million square
miles set last September.
With about three weeks left
in the Arctic summer, this year
could wind up breaking that
previous record, scientists said.
Arctic ice always melts in
summer and refrcezes in winter. But over the years, more of
the ice is lost to the sea with
less of it recovered in winter.
While ice reflects the sun's
heat, the open ocean absorbs
more heat and the melting
accelerates warming in other
parts of the world.
Sea ice also serves as primary habitat for threatened
polar bears,
"We could very well be in that
quick slide downward in terms
of passing a tipping point," said
senior scientist Mark Serreze at
the data center in Boulder, Colo.
"It's tipping now. We're seeing it
happen now."
Within "five to less than 10
years," the Arctic could be free
of sea ice in the summer, said
NASA ice scientist Jay Zwally.
"It also means that climate
warming is also coming larger
and faster than the models are
predicting and nobody's really
taken into account that change
yet," he said.
Fiveclimatescientists.fourof
them specialists on the Arctic,
told The Associated Press that
it is fair to call what is happening in the Arctic a "tipping
point." NASA scientist James
llansen, who sounded the
alarm about global warming
20 years ago before Congress,
said the sea ice melt "is the best
current example" of that.
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By Robert Burnt

VIOLENCE IN PAKISTAN: Pakistani security officials examine the site of bomb explo-

The Associated Press

sion at a street cafe in Sahala outskirt of Islamabad. Pakistan yesterday.

WASHINGTON — Conditions
in the western Iraqi province
of Anbar, where a brutal insurgency once ruled, have improved
so dramatically that the United
States is handing over responsibility for security in the Sunni
stronghold to Iraq within days.
Troops freed up in Iraq could
shift to Afghanistan.
"There aren't a whole heck of
a lot of bad guys there left to
Fight," Gen. James T. Conway,
the top Marine Corps general,
said yesterday.
A ceremony marking the
Anbar turnover is expected to
be held Monday, several U.S. and
Iraqi officials said. Each spoke on
condition of anonymity because
the Iraqi government has not yet
announced it. Anbar would be
the 10th of Iraq's 18 provinces to
be returned to Iraqi government
control, a step toward phasing
out the American combat role as
Iraqi security forces grow more
competent.
The developments in Anbar
have additional resonance
because the province once was
synonymous with the worst violence and lawlessness unleashed
in Iraq following the U.S.-led
invasion in 2003.
The turnaround in Anbar is
all the more dramatic for what
it might mean for Afghanistan,
the fight that has in some ways
supplanted Iraq as a front-line
battleground.
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Taliban responsible for
Pakista ni wave orf violence
By Stephen Graham
The Associated Press

ISLAMABAD, Pakistan —
Pakistani troops drove off a
Taliban attack on a fort and
pounded another band of
militants holed up in a health
center, officials said yesterday
as fighting spread to a third
area of the tribal belt along the
Afghan border.
As many as 49 insurgents
were reported killed.
The violence came a week
after the threat of impeachment
forced longtime U.S. airy Pervez
Musharraf to resign as president,
triggering a scramble for power
that resulted in the collapse of
Pakistan's governing coalition.
The party led by former
Prime Minister Benazir Bhutto
until her assassination last
December is now in a position
to dominate the government
and it is toughening its stance
against Islamic extremists at a
time when they are becoming
increasingly bold.
The Taliban have claimed
responsibility for a wave of sui-

cide bombings, including one
outside the country's biggest
weapons complex last week
that killed at least 67 people,
almost all of them civilians.
Security forces have been waging offensives against militants
for several weeks in the northem Swat valley and in the Bajur
tribal area, considered a launch
pad for Taliban operations into
Afghanistan and a possible hideaway for Osama bin Laden.
Yesterday, fighting spread to
South waziristari, a tribal region
that has seen a stream of suspected U.S. missile attacks on al-Qaida
hideouts in recent months.
The military said 75 to 100
militants assaulted the Tiarza
Fort around midnight Tuesday,
but troops guarding the post
and a checkpoint on a nearby
bridge "responded effectively
and repulsed the attack."
Its statement said 11 militants were killed and up to 20
wounded, but made no mention of any casualties among
the troops. Spokesmen for
insurgent groups could not
be contacted to discuss the
government's claim.
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Launder
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Aware of
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Vader or Maul
You win
Vieux Carre location
St. crosser
Minnesota's state tree
Go downhill
Med. sch. subj.
Mix
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Draw back in horror
Jacob's twin
Confound it!
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moviegoers
Jason's vessel
44 Greek portico
Down source
45
Blah
Conquistador's gold
47 Knack
Make merry
All-Star third baseman 48 Go from 2 to 6. say
52 Quitter's cry
Ron
Not limited to roads
53 Pirate's pal
54 Stare fixedly
Tableland
55 Calcutta's continent
Usher's offering
56 Greek letters
Wound crust
57 Porkpie feature
Ex-Yankee Martinez
58 Last breath
Guy's date
Summer Games org. 63 DDE's arena
City near Sacramento

Future D.A.'s exam
Fired upon
Bibb alternative
Brouhaha
CD follower
Sailor's drink
Italian restaurant staple
Geneticist's concern
Arthur of tennis
Part of U.A.E.
Flinch or start, e.g.
Promised Land
Tablet
Of service
Toward dawn
"Peter Pan" pirate
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1432 E. Wooiter, B6

(419) 352-4663
delivery available
Hogri: llin - 9pm Monday Saturday
Delivery llam-9pm Monday - Saturday
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Wanted
Sigma Alpha Lambda, a National
Leadership and Honors Organization
with over 75 chapters across the
country, is seeking motivated students to serve as founding
officers/members to assist in starting
a local chapter. Contact Rob Miner
at rminer®salhonors org
WANTED: Garage near Wooster &
Main St intersecton tor motorcycle
storage.Will pay tor all year.
Contact Tony at 419-575-9456

Help Wanted

For Rent

Gold Medal Indoor Sports is looking
lor energetic, enthusiastic instructors
tor our Lil Kickers soccer classes.
Interest/background in childhood ed
8 soccer a plus Flex, times.
Located 15min north of BG.
Call 419-874-9800

3 BR house, brand-new in nice
residential w/ full basement.
$1400/mo. Call 419-308-2457.

Perrysburg Gymnastics is seeking a
Level 4 team coach for
Tuesdays/Thursdays- 5-7:30pm
8 Saturdays 10:30am-tpm.
Call 419-874-9383.

For Sale
1994 Mercury Villager minivan.
runs good, reliable. 20* MPG,
$1,500 OBO. Call 419-832-0111.

Help Wanted

Dorm refrigerator lor sale.
$25
Call Geroge at (419) 352-2915.

IBARTENDING! up to $300/day. No
exp. necessary. Training provided
Call 800-965-6520 ext 174

For Sale: Valley pool table.
excellent condition, $1500 OBO.
Call 419-575-8032

Are you looking lor a |Ob with a flexible schedule? The Pampered Chef
is looking for Sales Consultants.
No experience needed.
E-mail bnttany@wcnet.org

Rummage Sale-1st Christian Chrch,
corner of Haskins 8 Poe,
WED - 8/27 - 5-8pm„
Thurs/Friday - 9-3. Fri -$2 bag day

Babysitter needed for Tuesday,
Wednesday 8 Thursday allernoons.
Please call 419-409-0567.

For Rent

Child care center now hiring care
givers for days, eves. 8 weekends.
Send resume or apply in person at
3150 Bostwick.Levis Commons,
Perrysburg. OH
info@kid2watch.net.
www.kidzwatch.net

"Avail NOW: 2 BR Apt. $525/mo,
Free Web. Furn? AC. 316 E. Merry.
1'1/09 -1 or 2 BR Apts. low as $399,
showing houses for 09-10 SY.
See Cartyrentals com
or call 419-353-0325 9am-9pm

Exotic dancers wanted, must be 18.
Call after 8pm. no exp. needed.
Call 419-332-2279.

2BRapt, 1561/2 S. College.
A/C, W/D, $600/mo.
Call 419-308-1733.

Now Hiring: Part-time - runners,
supervisors 8 stand workers.
Call Rob at 419-372-7102.

3 bdrm. house avail 8/15A)8
$275 per person + util. Close to
BGSU. Otf st prk. AC/WD.
Call 419-601 -3225 or 419-352-4773.

Part time sitter needed for one 12 yr
old girl, in my Perrysburg home beginning Fall 08 Must be flexible
Call for more inlo. (917)903-1754.

I Self-Defense
Products &
I
Alarms

3-4 BR house w/lrg liv. rm, deck off
back, close to campus. $950/mo
Lrg 2 BR duplex, deck oft back.
quiet 8 cozy. $525/mo.
Call 419-654-5716
312 N. Enterprise
3 lrg bdrm, C/A, all appl. inc.
Clean, $950/mo. 419-352-5882
832 Third St, 5 blks from campus
3 BR, 1 bath, fenced in back yard
Window A/C.
$840/mo.+ util. Call 419-392-2812
COZY, clean, quiet 1 BR apt.
2nd floor, ideal for grad student.
Non-smoking, $395/mo ♦ util.
Quiet, clean 1 BR apt. west side BG.
non-smoking, $495/mo. incl. heat.
Call 419-352-2104
Ideal for faculty/staff, 2BR.A/C, appl,
h/w floors,stained glass, hist,
non-smoking, ref. $729
Call 419-261-2038.
LARGE 3 bdrm. close to downtown.
WSD hook-up. $750/mo + util
Avail Now! (419) 354-0099
Rm/Suite in BG home, non-smoker,
$400/mo. util, internet, laundry incl.
Call 419-575-6942

Services Offered

3 BR house w/ W/D 8 A/C,
private parking avail.
Call 419-354-9740.

SouthSide Laundromat
993 S Mam St.
OPEN 24/7 FREEWIFI

Field of Dreams
DRIVE-IN THEATER
Liberty Center OH
"Onl, J5lll^llutellmolbG■•
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*M The Dark Knight
*The Mummy 3
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